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Cold molecules promise to reveal a rich set of novel collision dynamics in the low-energy regime. By combining for the first
time the techniques of Stark deceleration, magnetic trapping, and cryogenic buffer gas cooling, we present the first experimental
observation of cold collisions between two different species of state-selected neutral polar molecules. This has enabled an
absolute measurement of the total trap loss cross sections between OH and ND3 at a mean collision energy of 3.6 cm−1 (5 K).
Due to the dipolar interaction, the total cross section increases upon application of an external polarizing electric field. Cross
sections computed from ab initio potential energy surfaces are in good agreement with the measured value at zero external
electric field. The theory presented here represents the first such analysis of collisions between a 2Π radical and a closed-shell
polyatomic molecule.

1 Introduction

For half a century, scattering of crossed atomic or molec-
ular beams under single-collision conditions has remained
the primary technique for investigation of inelastic and re-
active dynamics at collision energies above ∼1 kcal/mol
(∼500 K)1. Experiments using electric field-aligned neu-
tral polar molecules can probe the steric asymmetry of atom-
molecule2–4 and bi-molecular5,6 potential energy surfaces
(PESs), but their large center-of-mass collision energies have
precluded the observation of electric field modification of
these potentials. However, in the cold collision regime where
only tens of scattering partial waves contribute, one can move
beyond molecular orientation and directly modify intermolec-
ular dynamics via the long-range dipole interaction. The rela-
tively low number densities (106-108 cm−3) of cold molecule
production techniques have thus far limited gas-phase colli-
sion experiments between state-selected distinct polar species
to >300 K. We combine for the first time the methods of Stark
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deceleration, magnetic trapping, and buffer gas cooling to en-
hance molecular interaction time by ∼105 and overcome this
density limitation. Here we present the first observation of
cold (5 K) heteromolecular dipolar collisions and describe the
first theoretical study of scattering in the many partial-wave
regime with chemically-relevant OH and ND3 molecules.

The last decade has seen tremendous progress in the pro-
duction of cold and ultracold polar molecules7. Application
of these production techniques to the study of novel atom-
molecule and molecule-molecule scattering has led gas-phase
collision physics to new low temperature regimes. Specif-
ically, crossed beam experiments using rare gas atoms and
Stark decelerated OH (2Π) molecules have allowed for the
study of inelastic scattering at translational energies compa-
rable to that of OH rotation (∼100 K)8–10. By measuring col-
lisional loss of a magnetically trapped OH target with inci-
dent beams of He or D2, we have determined total trap loss
cross sections at similar energies11,12. Buffer gas cooling has
been employed in the study of elastic and inelastic collisions
of He-NH (3Σ)13,14 and He-TiO15. Cold reactive collisions
have been observed using a velocity-filtered room-temperature
beam of CH3F colliding with trapped Ca+ atomic ions16. In
the ultracold regime17, bimolecular chemical reactions be-
tween ground-state KRb molecules at temperatures of a few
hundred nanoKelvin have been directly controlled via external
electric fields18,19, opening the door for experimental probes
of quantum many-body effects in a dipolar molecular gas20.

To observe dipolar collisions between state-selected OH
and ND3, we constructed a novel cold collision apparatus
combining Stark decelerated and magnetically trapped OH
with a continuous buffer gas cooled beam of ND3, allowing in-
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Fig. 1 (a) Rotational structure of OH and ND3 molecules. The
parity-doublet splitting of each rotational level has been expanded
for clarity, while the black and red parity levels are the ones included
in the OH-ND3 scattering calculation. The parity states in red are
those selected by the experimental apparatus for the cold collisions
described herein. (b) Illustration of the Jacobi coordinates used for
OH-ND3 collision calculations. We define R as the distance between
the molecular centers of mass while the Euler angles (θA,ϕA) and
(θB,ϕB) give the orientation of the OH and ND3 axes, respectively,
in the body-fixed frame relative to R. The coordinate ψB specifies
the orientation of the ND3 monomer within the OH-ND3 complex.
The geometry ϕA = ϕB = θA = θB = 0 corresponds to the OH axis
lying in the σv symmetry plane of ND3 with the O atom facing the
plane of D atoms. (c) Contour plot of the lowest adiabatic potential
energy surface for the A

′′
state (in the Cs geometry) of the OH-ND3

collision complex at R = 3.1 Å and ϕA = ϕB = 0 as a function of θA
and θB. The color legend is scaled in units of cm−1.

teraction times of∼1 s. In contrast to traditional scattering ex-
periments, our measurement is sensitive to both inelastic and
elastic collisions. Furthermore, fewer than 100 partial waves
contribute to the 5 K collision — placing the OH-ND3 interac-
tion in an intermediate regime between gas-kinetic and quan-
tum scattering. We report theoretical OH-ND3 cross sections
computed from ab initio potentials that are in good agreement
with the measured zero-field trap loss cross section. Given the
generality of buffer gas cooling and electro/magnetostatic ve-
locity filtering, our apparatus allows for a large class of electric
field dependent cold molecular collision studies.

Two readily coolable species, hydroxyl and ammonia, are
ubiquitous in atmospheric and astrophysical spectroscopy.
Large interstellar clouds of OH and NH3 (some co-located)
have been detected in both absorption and maser emis-
sion along microwave parity-doublets21. In the troposphere,
hydroxyl-ammonia reactions are the dominant mechanism for
removal of NH3

22. We choose to investigate electric field-
dependent cold OH-ND3 collisions due to the large static po-
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the combined Stark decelerator, magnetic trap,
and buffer gas beam assembly. The curved hexapole filters cold
ND3 from the He buffer gas and guides the continuous beam to the
OH magnetic trap. (Inset) Closeup of the trap assembly showing the
dual-species detection components. We detect OH and ND3 in the
collision region using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) and
resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI), respectively.
Hydroxyl fluorescence at 313 nm is collected using a lens mounted
2.5 cm below the magnetic trap center. Ionized ND+

3 molecules are
accelerated to a microchannel plate (MCP) detector by placing 950
V on the front magnet, 0 V on the back magnet, and -1100 V on the
acceleration plates that make up a time-of-flight mass spectrometer.

larizability of both species and the near-degeneracy of the en-
ergy splittings of the OH Λ-doublet (0.056 cm−1) and ND3
inversion-doublet (0.053 cm−1). The former allows for field
orientation and precise control over the internal and external
degrees of freedom of both molecules, while the latter has
been shown to cause large enhancements in inelastic rates at
room temperature23. Experimentally-relevant rotational and
parity-doublet states of OH and ND3 are illustrated in Fig. 1a.

2 Cold OH-ND3 collision experiment

The experimental setup consists of two distinct cold molecule
apparatus as shown in Fig. 2: a Stark decelerator/magnetic
trap assembly11,24 and a buffer-gas cooled continuous molec-
ular beam source. A supersonic beam of OH molecules seeded
in Kr is decelerated and trapped at a temperature of 70 mK
and density of ∼106 cm−3 as described in previous work11.
Only those OH molecules residing in the 2Π3/2 |J,MJ , p⟩ =
| 32 ,+

3
2 ,+⟩ ground state are phase-stably Stark decelerated and

magnetically trapped. Here J, MJ , and p denote the total angu-
lar momentum, its projection on the external electric field axis,
and the parity of the state in the absence of electric fields, re-
spectively. To detect trapped OH, the molecules are excited at
the 282 nm A2Σ+(v = 1)←X2Π3/2(v = 0) transition. Fluores-
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Fig. 3 (a) Translational energy spectrum of the guided continuous
ND3 beam as measured by 2+1 REMPI in the collision region. (b)
Rotationally-resolved REMPI spectrum of guided ND3 molecules
showing different J,K states. The upper red curve (offset for clarity)
was taken at buffer gas flows of 2.0 and 2.5 sccm of He and ND3,
respectively. The lower black curve displays the smaller rotational
temperature observed at 3.5 and 1.0 sccm. Intermediate rotational
levels in the excited B̃(v2 = 5) electronic state are labeled in
parentheses for each transition.

cence from the 313 nm A2Σ+(v = 1)→X2Π3/2(v = 1) decay
is collected by a lens mounted to the magnetic trap assembly.

We employ buffer gas cooling and Stark velocity filtering to
generate a continuous beam of cold ND3 molecules at a den-
sity of 108 cm−3 and mean velocity of 100 m/s. Our measured
beam flux of 1011 s−1 is comparable to that of previous exper-
iments25,26. Cold ND3 is generated in a copper cell filled with
He buffer gas at 4.5 K. A 6 mm-diameter aperture is cut into
the front of the cell directly opposite the ND3 inlet to allow
the cold He/ND3 mixture to escape. An electrostatic hexapole
consisting of six 3 mm-diameter steel rods and possessing an
inner diameter of 6 mm is mounted 2 mm from the cell aper-
ture. This straight hexapole guide is 20 cm long and mounts
to a 3 mm-thick gate valve that isolates the OH trap vacuum
from the cryogenic vacuum. A curved hexapole is mounted
just beyond the gate valve and follows a 90◦ bend at a radius
of 13.5 cm. The hexapole guide terminates 1 cm from the per-

manent magnetic trap center. The curved hexapole filters cold
ND3 from the He buffer gas and sets an upper bound on the
accepted forward velocity for weak-field seeking states (∼150
m/s at ±5 kV for |J,K⟩ = |1,1⟩). The quantum numbers J
and K denote the total molecular angular momentum and its
projection on the ND3 symmetry axis, respectively. Figure 3a
displays the measured energy distribution of guided |1,1⟩ND3
molecules in the OH-ND3 center-of-mass frame. To quantify
the continuous beam velocity, the hexapole is switched so that
guided ND3 flux can be measured over different guiding dura-
tions. After including the guide path length, we differentiate
a fit of the resulting curve to obtain the ND3 velocity distri-
bution of Fig. 3a. Guided ND3 is detected in the collision
region using 2+1 resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization
(REMPI)27 and subsequent ion detection. To accomplish this,
ND3 in the |1,1⟩ state is resonantly ionized between the trap
magnets using a focused 317.4 nm, 10 ns laser pulse. To accel-
erate ions to a microchannel plate (MCP) detector (see Fig. 2),
the trap magnets are charged to a potential difference of 950 V.
After extraction from the trap, ions enter a 2 cm long field-free
region and are subsequently detected by the MCP.

Our dual-detection scheme permits characterization of the
state purity of both OH and ND3. Due to the state selectiv-
ity of Stark deceleration and magnetic trapping, perfect OH
rotational, Λ-doublet, and hyperfine state purity is achieved.
Vibrationally excited (v = 1) OH are phase stably decelerated
with v= 0 molecules, but <5% of OH are initially produced in
the v = 1 state28. We also characterize the ND3 rotational dis-
tribution within the collision region. The rotational structure
of ND3 is shown in Fig. 1a while Fig. 3b displays the measured
rotational spectra of guided ND3 molecules for two different
buffer gas flows: 2.0 sccm He and 2.5 sccm ND3 (upper curve)
and 3.5 sccm He and 1.0 sccm ND3 (lower curve). A standard
cubic centimeter per minute (sccm) is equivalent to 4.4×1017

s−1. As the ratio of He to ND3 flow is increased, the two-state
(|1,1⟩, |2,2⟩) rotational temperature drops from 6.3 K to 5.4
K. With the larger He:ND3 flow ratio, the relative guided pop-
ulations of anti-symmetric (weak-field seeking) |1,1⟩, |2,2⟩,
|3,3⟩, and |4,4⟩ states are 87%, 9%, 4%, and <1%, respec-
tively. This ground state fraction is similar to that measured by
depletion spectroscopy of a buffer gas cooled H2CO beam25.
States with K = 0 do not exhibit a first-order Stark shift and are
not guided. Also, at this flow and guide voltage (±5 kV), no
population is observed in those states where J ̸=K. Our choice
of 3.5/1.0 sccm for the collision experiment is a compromise
between maximizing |1,1⟩ flux while minimizing rotational
temperature.

To quantify total trap loss cross sections between OH and
ND3, it is necessary to measure both collision-induced OH
trap loss and absolute colliding ND3 density. Loss of trapped
OH is measured as shown in Fig. 4a over a period of 160 ms.
First, the background-gas limited trap decay rate (γoff) is mea-
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Fig. 4 (a) Semi-logarithmic plot of OH trap decay rates with (◦) and
without (•) the colliding ND3 beam. The decay rate due solely to
cold OH-ND3 collisions is γcoll = γon− γoff. (b) Plot of all
experimental runs measuring total cross sections with (�) and
without (�) a polarizing electric field. Average cross sections are
determined from the weighted mean of all points and errors for the
given E-field condition. The cross-hatched regions represent one
statistical standard error. Individual error bars for each experimental
run are obtained by propagating the standard deviation from
exponential fits of γon and γoff to γcoll.

sured with the ND3 flow off. This decay rate is determined by
a single-exponential fit to the data. The value of γoff is set by
the presence of residual Kr in the trap chamber and is typically
2-3 s−1 at a pulsed-valve repetition rate of 5 Hz. The cold ND3
beam is then turned on and the loss rate due to background gas
plus cold ND3 (γon) is measured. The collision-induced loss
rate (γcoll) is the difference of the two rates. This differential
measurement makes γcoll insensitive to day-to-day variations
in background pressure, and yields a single-measurement frac-
tional error of ∼30-40% in the available runtime of 1 hr‡. To
investigate the effect of an external electric field on the cross

‡ Given that ammonia freezes below 195 K, ice formation within the buffer gas
cell is unavoidable. However, we achieve stable beam operation over >1 hour
by maximizing the distance (>1 cm) between the warm ND3 inlet and cold
cell walls. When ND3 ice finally bridges the gap between the cell wall and
warm inlet, sudden vaporization of the ice causes a large pressure rise in the
cell and surrounding chamber which leads to significant cell heating and loss
of cold beam flux. Charcoal sorb (∼2000 cm2) at 4.5 K is used to pump He
gas within the dewar vacuum.

section, we apply two distinct electric field configurations to
the colliding molecules. We define the polarizing electric field
for a given molecule as Epol = ∆/2µ where µ is the molecular
permanent dipole moment and ∆ is the parity-doublet split-
ting (Epol=1.7 kV/cm for OH and 2.0 kV/cm for ND3). For
both field distributions, E > 2 kV/cm throughout the collision
region, polarizing both colliding species. One E-field distri-
bution is produced by charging the trap magnets themselves
and lowers the OH radial trap depth by ∼20% due to the rel-
ative orientations of E- and B-fields within the collision re-
gion. The alternate field distribution is created by charging
a stainless steel cup placed between the rear trap magnet and
time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The resulting distinct dis-
tribution between the grounded magnets increases the radial
trap depth by ∼40%. Polarization of OH and ND3 under both
field configurations is experimentally verified in the collision
region through spectroscopic measurement of the population
of cold ND3 molecules in the strong-field seeking (unguided)
|1,1⟩ state. This population is measured as a direct result of
inversion-state mixing under the polarizing electric fields and
is not detected in the absence of either electric field configu-
ration. We observe no difference in collisional loss between
these two configurations, and thus the changes in trap loss
arise directly from the enhanced dipolar interactions between
OH-ND3 under the applied E-field.

To determine the value of the loss cross section, σ loss
exp , we

use REMPI to calibrate the absolute density of the continuous
ND3 beam within the collision region for each measurement of
γcoll. Conversion of MCP output current to absolute molecule
density is notoriously difficult due to unknown ionization vol-
ume/efficiency and uncertain MCP gain. To sidestep these is-
sues, a leak valve and calibrated quadrupole mass spectrome-
ter are used to admit a known pressure of 295 K ND3 gas into
the trap chamber. The measured ND3 pressure is then scaled
down by the Boltzmann fraction of molecules in the |1,1⟩ anti-
symmetric state at thermal equilibrium (4.45x10−3), and an
absolute ND3 density is assigned to the observed MCP output
current. Provided the cold beam is much larger than the ion-
ization volume (true in our system), this calibration procedure
is insensitive to the above problems. We also correct for over-
lap of REMPI transitions in the 295 K ND3 spectrum†. The
relatively small rotational energy splittings of ND3 displayed
in Fig. 1a lead to a congested spectrum at room temperature.
Failure to account for overlap of transitions through the in-
termediate B̃(v2 = 5) state would lead to an underestimate of
the cold beam density and concomitant overestimate of cross
sections. Finally, a total trap loss cross section is determined
for each experimental run as σ loss

exp = γcoll(n0vrel)
−1, where n0

is the measured density of ND3 and vrel is the mean relative
molecule velocity.
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3 Quantum theory of OH-ND3 collisions

3.1 Ab initio calculations

A complete theoretical description of the OH-ND3 collision at
5 K is complicated by the 2Π symmetry of ground-state hy-
droxyl. Interactions including Π molecules are characterized
by multiple electronic potentials, avoided crossings, and coni-
cal intersections. As such, scattering calculations based on ab
initio potential energy surfaces have thus far been limited to Σ
molecules29,30 or collisions between Π molecules and rare gas
atoms or closed-shell diatomics with simple rotational struc-
ture31,32. A full description of the theory results summarized
here will be published elsewhere33.

a

b

Scattering Angle [degrees]

Fig. 5 Theoretical OH-ND3 integral and differential cross sections.
(a) Plot of theoretical OH-ND3 elastic (σel) and inelastic (σin) cross
sections as obtained from the ab initio PESs. (b) Semi-logarithmic
plot of the theoretical differential cross sections for 5 K elastic
OH-ND3 collisions in units of Å2

/sr. Results from both ab initio
and semiclassical analysis are given. These curves are used to
calculate the σ loss

theory and σ loss
sc values of Table 1 from free-space

elastic and inelastic cross sections by integrating from θmin = 13◦.
In the presence of an external E-field, the DCS becomes more
strongly forward-peaked reflecting collisions at larger impact
parameter.

To describe the OH-ND3 collision complex, we calculate
the two lowest adiabatic PESs (corresponding to the A′ and
A′′ symmetries in the Cs geometry of the complex) using a
spin-Restricted Coupled Cluster method with Single, Dou-
ble, and non-iterative Triple excitations (RCCSD(T)) as im-
plemented in MOLPRO34. For non-planar geometries of the
complex (ϕ ̸= 0), we calculate the adiabatic PESs and the
adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation angle using a multirefer-
ence self-consistent field approach35. The lowest adiabatic
PES (V1) is calculated using the RCCSD(T) method and the
excited PES (V2) is calculated by adding the energy differ-
ence ∆V =V2−V1 evaluated at the MRCISD+Q level (multi-
reference configuration interaction with single, double and
Davidson correction for higher excitations)35.

An augmented correlation-consistent triple zeta basis (aug-
cc-pVTZ) is used for both N and O atoms36. As illustrated
in Fig. 1b, we define R as the distance between the molecular
centers of mass while the Euler angles (θA,ϕA) and (θB,ϕB)
give the orientation of the OH and ND3 axes, respectively, in
the body-fixed frame relative to R. A third angle, ψB, gives
the orientation of the ND3 monomer about its C3 symmetry
axis. Figure 1c shows the lowest adiabatic PES of A′′ sym-
metry as a function of the orientation angles θA and θB for
R = 3.1 Å and ϕ = 0. Following the diagonal line defined by
θA = θB, a barrier of ∼1000 cm−1 is observed between head-
to-tail ND3· · ·OH and D3N· · ·HO configurations, demonstrat-
ing the large anisotropy of the OH-ND3 interaction.

To elucidate the dynamics of cold OH-ND3 collisions, we
develop and implement a rigorous quantum scattering ap-
proach based on the close-coupling (CC) expansion of the
wave function of the collision complex using the total angular
momentum representation in the body-fixed coordinate frame.
The Hamiltonian of the OH + ND3 collision complex may be
written (in atomic units)

Ĥ = − 1
2µR

∂ 2

∂R2 R+
(Ĵtot− ĴA− ĴB)

2

2µR2

+ ∑
Λ,Λ′

VΛΛ′(R,ΩΩΩA,ΩΩΩB)|Λ⟩⟨Λ′|+ Ĥas, (1)

where µ and Jtot are the reduced mass and the total angular
momentum of the collision complex, ĴA and ĴB are the total
angular momenta of OH and ND3, RRR is the vector pointing
from the center of mass of OH to that of ND3 (see Fig. 1b),
and |Λ⟩ are the diabatic electronic basis functions35. The Eu-
ler angles ΩΩΩA and ΩΩΩB specify the orientation of molecule-
fixed (MF) axes attached to OH and ND3 relative to the body-
fixed (BF) frame with the z-axis along RRR. The asymptotic
Hamiltonian Ĥas = ĤA + ĤB describes non-interacting colli-
sion partners and includes the intramolecular spin-orbit and
Λ-doubling terms for OH37 and the inversion term for ND3

38.
The matrix elements of the asymptotic Hamiltonian Ĥas are

1–9 | 5



parameterized by the accurate spectroscopic constants of OH
and ND3

37,38.
To solve the scattering problem, we expand the wave

function of the collision complex in a complete orthonor-
mal basis of angular functions, which includes the Wigner
D-functions describing the overall rotation of the collision
complex, Hund’s case (a) basis functions |JAMAΩA⟩|ΛΣ⟩ for
OH(2Π), and symmetric-top basis functions of definite par-
ity |JBMBKBεB⟩ for ND3

33. Here, MA (ΩA) are the BF (MF)
projections of JA and MB (KB) are the BF (MF) projections of
JB. The radial expansion coefficients and S-matrix elements
are obtained by numerical integration of the CC equations us-
ing the modified log-derivative algorithm39 from R = 4a0 to
R = 200a0 with a grid step of 0.1 a0. The scattering basis set
includes all rotational, Λ-doublet, and inversion states of OH
and ND3 with JA ≤ 3/2, |ΩA|= 1/2, 3/2 and JB ≤ 2, KB = 1,
resulting in 320 CC equations for Jtot > 4. We note that the
anisotropy of the OH-ND3 interaction potential with respect
to the rotation of ND3 about its symmetry axis couples basis
functions with different KB. This anisotropy was neglected in
our ab initio calculations, so only KB = 1 functions were in-
cluded in the basis set expansion. Scattering calculations were
carried out for 135 values of Jtot between 1/2 and 270/2. Test
calculations with larger rotational basis sets and Jtot > 270/2
indicate that the cross sections are converged to within 5% in
the range of collision energies 0.5−8 cm−1.

The diabatic PESs VΛΛ′(R,ΩΩΩA,ΩΩΩB) in Eq. 1 are evalu-
ated from the two lowest adiabatic PESs and the adiabatic-
to-diabatic transformation angle as described in Ref. 35. In
these calculations, the OH and ND3 interatomic distances are
fixed at their corresponding equilibrium geometries: rOH =
1.833a0

37 and rND3 = 1.915a0, respectively, and the DND
angle is set to 112.249◦. The geometry of the ND3 monomer
is optimized at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ level of theory.
The diabatic PESs are expanded in angular basis functions
AΛΛ′

λAλBλ µB
(ΩΩΩA,ΩΩΩB) as35

VΛΛ′(R,ΩΩΩA,ΩΩΩB) = ∑
λA,λB,λ

∑
µB

V ΛΛ′
λAλBλ µB

(R)AΛΛ′
λAλBλ µB

(ΩΩΩA,ΩΩΩB).

(2)

A model four-term parametrization of the OH-ND3 PESs is
constructed by restricting the expansion of Eq. 2 to the first
few terms with Λ = Λ′ and λA,λB = 0 and 140. Setting ψB = 0
in Eq. 2 and using explicit expressions for the angular basis
functions AΛΛ′

λAλBλ µB
(ΩΩΩA,ΩΩΩB)

35, we obtain the radial expan-
sion coefficients V000(R), V112(R), V011(R), and V101(R) from
the lowest PES of A′ symmetry evaluated in four reference
geometries specified by θA = 0,π , θB = 0,π , and ϕ = 040.
In the limit R → ∞, the coefficient V112(R) ∝ R−3 incorpo-
rates the long-range dipolar interaction between OH and ND3.
All other coefficients go to zero as R−n with n > 3, so our

model PES correctly reproduces both the short-range isotropic
and long-range anisotropic behavior of the OH-ND3 interac-
tion35. Test calculations show that omission of the short-range
anisotropic terms V011(R) and V101(R) from scattering calcu-
lations does not modify the calculated cross sections by more
than 15%.

The cross sections for OH trap loss are evaluated by sum-
ming and averaging the scattering amplitude over the internal
states of ND3, which are not monitored in the experiment

σ loss
γAmA→γ ′Am′A

= 2π ∑
mA

∑
γ ′B,m

′
B

∫ π

θmin

dθ sinθσγAmAγBmB→γ ′Am′Aγ ′Bm′B
(θ)

(3)
where γA and γB refer collectively to the rotational, Λ-
doublet, and inversion states of OH and ND3, mA and mB
are the projections of JA and JB on the beam axis, and
σγAmAγBmB→γ ′Am′Aγ ′Bm′B

(θ) is the state-to-state DCS as a function
of the center-of-mass scattering angle θ . From Eq. 3, we ob-
tain the total elastic and inelastic cross sections for trap loss as
σ loss

el = σ loss
γA

3
2→γA

3
2

and σ loss
inel = ∑γ ′A ̸=γA,m′A ̸=

3
2

σ loss
γA

3
2→γ ′Am′A

for OH

molecules initially in the Zeeman state γA = |JA = 3/2,mA =
3/2, f ⟩.

The cutoff angle θmin in Eq. 3 is given by12

cosθmin =
1

rγAγ ′A

[
1− 1

2EC

(
M
MB

(Uγ ′Am′A
−EγAmA)−∆εγAγ ′A

)]
,

(4)
where M = MA + MB is the total mass, rγAγ ′A

= (1 +

∆εγAγ ′A
/EC)

1/2, ∆εγAγ ′A
is the energy gap between the initial and

final Zeeman states (∆εγAγ ′A
> 0 for the relaxation collisions

considered in this work), EγAmA is the average kinetic energy of
trapped OH molecules, EC is the collision energy, and Uγ ′Am′A
is the trap depth. Equation 4 establishes that θmin increases
with trap depth. Typical values of θmin range from zero (for
inelastic collisions changing the sign of mA)12 to θmin = 13◦

(for elastic collisions) at EC = 5 K and EγAmA = 70 mK. The
calculated DCSs are strongly peaked in the forward direction
(θ = 0), so the elastic cross sections for trap loss in OH-ND3
collisions are extremely sensitive to θmin: we find that varying
the trap depth from zero to 240 mK causes σ loss

el to decrease
by a factor of ∼25. The elastic DCS is shown in Fig. 5b.

The CC equations are solved numerically to produce con-
verged S-matrix elements and scattering cross sections for col-
lision energies between 0.5 and 8 cm−1, which are convoluted
with the beam distribution function shown in Fig. 3a to en-
able direct comparison with experimental data. The cross sec-
tions for trap loss are evaluated by integrating the differential
cross section (DCS) over a restricted angular range [θmin,π].
The cutoff angle θmin serves to subtract contributions from
forward-scattered elastic collision products that do not have
enough kinetic energy to leave the trap11,12,41.
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3.2 Semiclassical Estimates

In the absence of rigorous field-dependent ab initio PESs for
the OH-ND3 complex, we provide semiclassical estimates of
the OH trap loss cross sections at 5 K. We make use of the
Eikonal approximation and Langevin capture model to com-
pute elastic and inelastic OH-ND3 cross sections, respectively.
Within the Eikonal approximation, one assumes that scattering
particles maintain a straight-line path throughout the collision
process. This approximation is valid when the collision en-
ergy is larger than the scattering potential42. The Langevin
capture model for inelastic collisions assumes that only those
collision impact parameters within the centrifugal barrier lead
to inelastic loss43. In the absence of an external electric field,
we assume an isotropic and attractive van der Waals potential
of the form

V (r) =−C6

r6 (5)

where r is the intermolecular distance and C6 = 21,380 a.u. is
computed from the dynamic polarizabilities of OH (αOH) and
ND3 (αND3) according to44

C6 =
3
π

∫ ∞

0
αOH(iω)αND3(iω)dω. (6)

For collisions in the presence of the E-field, we add to the
van der Waals potential an isotropic dipole interaction to ob-
tain

V (r) =−C6

r6 −
C3

r3 (7)

where C3 = ⟨µOH⟩⟨µND3⟩ consists of the expectation values of
the OH and ND3 permanent electric dipoles, respectively.

The elastic DCS for each intermolecular potential is com-
puted as

dσ
dΩ

= | f (θ)|2 (8)

where the energy-dependent scattering amplitude f (θ) is cal-
culated numerically from42

f (θ) =−ik
∫ ∞

0
bJ0(kbθ)[e2i∆(b)−1]db, (9)

∆(b)≡− µ
2k

∫ +∞

−∞
V (

√
b2 + z2)dz. (10)

Here k is the center-of-mass collision wave vector, b is the
impact parameter, µ is the reduced mass, and J0 is the zeroth-
order Bessel function of the first kind. Averaging over the
measured collision energies of Fig. 3a, we then integrate the
elastic DCSs of Fig. 5b over the restricted angular range
[θmin,π] to include the effect of trap confinement as described
in Section 3.1. Since inelastic collisions leave OH molecules
untrapped and necessarily lead to loss, only energy-averaged
integral inelastic cross sections are computed as in Ref. 43.

4 Results and Discussion

The measured total trap loss cross sections are displayed in
Fig. 4b. Each point represents a distinct cross section mea-
surement and the average results for zero and non-zero elec-
tric field are determined as the weighted mean of each data
set. The cross-hatched areas illustrate one statistical standard
error centered at the weighted mean of each set. In addition
to the statistical error, we estimate that the ND3 leak pres-
sure calibration, 295 K REMPI line-overlap correction, and
our use of vrel = 100 m/s in obtaining σ loss

exp add a common
19% systematic uncertainty to both absolute measurements.
We attribute the largest contribution to systematic error to the
line-overlap correction factor†. These experimental average
values and errors for trap loss cross sections are given in the
second column of Table 1. We observe enhancement of σ loss

exp
by a factor of 1.4(3) when both molecules are polarized by
an external E-field. This signals an increase of the total cross
section (σ̄el + σ̄in) since experimentally we observe no depen-
dence of loss on trap depth.

Figure 5a shows the calculated cross sections for elastic
scattering and inelastic relaxation in OH-ND3 collisions as
functions of collision energy. These curves are computed
from the zero-field ab initio PESs. The cross sections are
extremely large, exceeding typical gas-kinetic values by or-
ders of magnitude. This dramatic enhancement is a direct
manifestation of the dipolar interaction, which induces direct
couplings between the opposite parity levels. Because of the
long-range couplings, both elastic and inelastic cross sections
are dominated by collisions occurring at large impact param-
eters. A partial-wave analysis of the cross sections at 5 K
reveals contributions from as many as 90 partial waves, and
the dependences σel(Jtot) and σin(Jtot) peak at Jtot = 30.5 and
Jtot = 50.5, respectively, where Jtot is the total angular momen-
tum of the collision complex.

A more detailed theoretical analysis in the absence of ex-
ternal fields shows that the inelastic cross section associated
with both OH and ND3 changing their parity-doublet state is
more than 6 times that for only one partner changing state.
This propensity rule follows from the symmetry properties of
the matrix elements of the dipolar interaction in the scatter-
ing basis. Table 1 compares the measured and theoretical trap
loss cross sections. The σ loss

theory number is calculated using the
OH-ND3 elastic differential cross section (DCS) of Fig. 5b
and includes the recently-elucidated effect of trap confine-
ment on measured collisional loss at low momentum trans-
fer11,12,41. Since glancing elastic collisions can leave scat-
tered OH trapped, the measured σ loss

exp must be compared with
σ loss

theory = σ̄ ′el + σ̄in, where σ̄in is the velocity-averaged inelas-
tic cross section and σ̄ ′el is the velocity-averaged elastic loss
cross section that includes the trap loss suppression effect
(σ̄ ′el/σ̄el = 0.04). The forward-peaked structure of the OH-
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Table 1 Theoretical and experimental trap loss cross sections in
units of 10−12 cm2 (numbers in parentheses represent combined
statistical and systematic errors). The σ loss

theory and σ loss
sc values

include the effect of reduced elastic loss from glancing collisions
due to trap confinement. The quantity σ̄el (σ̄in) is the theoretical
elastic (inelastic) cross section in the absence of trapping potentials
and averaged over the experimental collision energy distribution of
Fig. 3a.

Experiment Semiclassical Ab Initio

|E| σ loss
exp σ loss

sc σ loss
theory σ̄el σ̄in

0 0.27(8) 0.28 0.59 0.44 0.57

> Epol 0.39(9) 0.32 - - -

ND3 DCS is responsible for this large reduction in elastic loss.
From the semiclassical analysis of Section 3.2, we obtain

zero-field elastic and inelastic cross sections of σ̄C6
Eik = 0.55×

10−12 cm2 and σ̄C6
L = 0.18× 10−12 cm2, respectively. Using

the dipole potential of Eq. 7, we obtain σ̄C6,C3
Eik = 1.5×10−12

cm2 and σ̄C6,C3
L = 0.19×10−12 cm2. From the elastic differen-

tial cross sections obtained within the Eikonal approximation,
we also compute the elastic loss coefficients (σ̄ ′el/σ̄el) of 0.19
for the pure van der Waals potential and 0.09 for the combined
potential of Eq. 7 (both at θmin = 13◦). We therefore predict a
factor of ∼1.14 enhancement in the measured total loss cross
section when both species are polarized — in agreement with
the measured value of 1.4(3). Furthermore, as shown in Ta-
ble 1, the absolute values of these estimated trap loss cross
sections are in excellent agreement with the the measured val-
ues. This analysis suggests that the elastic cross section plays
a dominant role in the measured increase in trap loss.

5 Conclusion

In summary, we present the first measurement of cold colli-
sions between distinct polar molecules in a variable electric
field. We report absolute trap loss cross sections and electric-
field enhancement of collision cross sections. Results from
zero-field ab initio PESs are presented along with semiclas-
sical estimates that reproduce both measured loss cross sec-
tions. A variety of OH collision partners are available from
the buffer gas source, allowing for a host of future cold col-
lision studies between chemically-interesting molecules. Fur-
thermore, the sensitivity of this technique to elastic differential
cross sections allows for direct measurement of the DCS in a
trap of variable depth. Future work will include calculation
of field-dependent values for σ loss

theory as well as possible detec-
tion of inelastically scattered collision products within the trap
region.
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